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ROLLERS   

Steel idlers Type TM are manufactured for conveyors as carrying roller for heavy duties. It has an special 
sealing to prevent damages in rollers by dust, dirt or freezing. Welded steel caps.  
Standar shaft: Ø 20 - Ø 25 - Ø 30 - Ø 40  
Standar pipe: Ø159x4 - 133x3.6 - 108x3.25 - 89x3.2 - 80x3 - 76x3.2 - 70x3– 60x2.9 
Applications: Used for heavy duties in quarries, gravels and mines. 
 
Steel idlers Type SP are manufactured as TM type but using plastic caps put by presion on the pipe.  
Standar shaft: Ø 20  
Standar pipe:  Ø 89x2.9 - 60x2.9  
Applications: Used for medium duties in quarries, gravels and cements. 
 
Steel idlers Type TP are manufactured as SP type but using galvanized steel pipe. 
Standar shaft: Ø 15 
Standar pipe:  Ø 60x2 
Applications: Used for light duties in quarries, gravels and cements. 

STEEL IDLER 

(See all dimensions and types available by order) 
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ROLLERS 

IMPACT IDLER 

CLEANING IDLER 

Steel rollers type TM covered with rubber resistant rings 60º Shore. 
Standar sizes: Ø 60/89 - 60/108 - 89/133 - 89/159 
Applications: Used in the loading area where the conveyor belts are  
submitted to an extra heady duty. Also use with sticky materials on return 
side. 

GUIDE IDLER 

Construction is the same used for steel rollers type TM.  
Special production with steel pipe 60x5. 
Standar shaft: Ø 20  
Standar pipe:  Ø 89x3.2 - 60x2.9 
Applications: Used to prevent lateral misalignment of 
conveyor belt. 

(Guide pulley idler are also available) 

Steel rollers type TM covered with spiral or oval rubber resistant rings  
60º Shore  
Standar sizes: Ø 60/89 - 60/108 - 89/133 (*) Oval see more options available. 
Applications: Used on the return side of the conveyor belt for clearing the  
Working surface of sticky materials. 

(See all dimensions and types available by order) 
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ROLLERS 

SPIRAL IDLER 

• Manufactured with a spring in high strength steel. Allows great flexibility 
   and optimum results for any impact that the belt receives. 
• Excelent choice in high load areas 
• Self-cleaning. Self-centering. 
• Applications: To be used in conveyors with moisture and impact problems. 
 

FLEXIBLE IDLER 

• Alternative to the tradicional  
   steel idlers. 
• Self-cleaning. Self-centering.  
   Quick replacement. 
• Applications:  Recommended  
   for conveyors with moisture or  
   chemical problems. 
 

(See all dimensions and types available by order) 


